KATE MACDONELL

SHAPCOTT, THOMAS *Theatre of Darkness* Vintage 1998/35 Liam Davison
*SIBLEY, IRENA* *When Herb's Mess Grew* WHA 200/62 Meg Sorensen

SLIVER, LYNETTE RAMSAY
*Sandakan* Sally Milner Publishing 207/11

GREG DENING

STEVENS, LEONIE (ed) *Warp Drive* Vintage 205/45 Thuy On

STEWARD, ALISON *Sweetwater Night* Hodder 199/56 Robyn Sheahan-Bright

STEWARD, ALISTAIR *Frankston* 281

FIVE ISLANDS PRESS 205/35 Michael Sharkey SYKES, ROBERTA *Snake Dancing* Allen & Unwin 204/11 Philip Morrissey

TAI LE VAN *Waiting the Waterfalls* VUT 201/39 Michael Sharkey

TATTAM, AMANDA (ed) *Tales from the Blackboard* Pan Macmillan 207/40

BARRY CAROZZI TAYLOR, JAMES (ed) *Boxkite* The Poetics Foundation Inc. 202/33 Michael Costigan

TEMPLE, PETER *An Iron Rose* HarperCollins 199/42 Sue Turnbull & R.J. Thompson

TEMPLAMENT, IAN *These Glimpsed Interiors* Molonglo Press 199/46 Shirley Walker

TIELE, COLIN *Landslide Lothan* 199/56 Robyn Sheahan-Bright

THOMPSON, COLIN *The Paradise Garden* Random House 205/43 Linnet Hunter

THOMPSON, VICTORIA *Losing Alexandra* Pan Macmillan 204/12 Ann Skea

THURSDAY NIGHT GROUP *Over the Fence* Literary Mouse Press 198/60

SOPHIE BENKEMOUN

TOM, EMMA *Deadset Vintage* 198/44

TINA MUNCE

TOOHEY, JOHN *Captain Bligh's Portable Nightmare* Duffy & Snellgrove 203/8 Alan Frost

TOOHEY, PAUL *Rocky Goes West* Duffy and Snellgrove 198/60 Ben Zipper

TRANTER, JOHN *Different Hands* F olio/FACP 203/35 Don Anderson

WALLACE-CRABBE, CHRIS (ed) *Author! Author!* OUP 205/17 Peter Steele

WALLACE-CRABBE, CHRIS *Whirling* OUP 205/34 Anthony Lawrence

WELDON, LEONIE *Mates* Weldon Kids 198/58 Nicola Robinson

WELDER, ARCHIE *Land of the Golden Clouds* Allen & Unwin 199/41

KATHARINE ENGLAND

WHEAT, CHRIS *Loose lips* Hyland House 207/46 Tess Brady

WHEATLEY, NADIA (illus. Andrew McLean) *Highway* Omnibus Books 201/43 Linnet Hunter

WHERRETT, PETER & RICHARD WHERRETT *Desirelines* Hodder Headline 198/6 KERRYN GOLDSWORTHY

WHITEHEAD, ANNE *Paradise Mislaid* UQP 198/15 Richard Hall

WHO'S WHO IN AUSTRALIA 1998 Information Australia 198/8 John Arnold

WICKS, LES *Nitty Gritty* Five Islands Press 204/39 Bever Beaune

WILLIAMS, JANE *Outside Temple Boundaries* Five Islands Press 205/35

MICHAEL SHARKEY *WILLIAMSON, DAVID* The Club Currency Press 200/50 Anne Godfrey-Smith

WINDO W, CAROLIN *Shark Song* Vintage 204/18 Beverley Farmer

WITTING,AMY *Collected Poems* Penguin 199/45 Thomas Shapcott

WITTING, AMY *Maria's War* Viking 205/19 Marion Halligan

WOITWOOD, MICK *The Last Cry* Taroola Press 198/61 Sophie Benkemoun

WOLFER, DIANNE *Border Line* FACP 199/55 Ruth Starke

WRIGHT, STEVE *The Life of Riley* Random House 204/20 Catherine Ford

YOUNG, MAYS & GABRIELLE DALTON No Place for a Woman Sun 202/44 Barbara Oakman

YU, OUYANG *Songs of the Last Chinese Poet* Wild Peony 202/34 Lauren Williams

INDEX OF ESSAYS

BOURAS, GILLIAN *Writing Down the Voice* 201/23

COLESS, EDWARD *Jive* 204/24

CREE D, BARBARA *The Public Erotic and the Culture of Display* 206/24

DOCKER, JOHN *How Close Should Writers and Critics Be?* 202/24

GOLDSWORTHY, KERRY *Free Associating: Docker, ASAL and the Old Chestnut* 203/24

HARRISON, MARTIN *Natural Horizons* 205/24

MILLER, DON *Anticipation* 198/36

MURRAY, TIM *The Archaeology of Complex Societies* 199/32

SINGER, PETER *A Meaningful Life* 207/23

INDEX OF ROLLING COLUMNS

CRAVEN, PETER *Highbrow and Lowbrow* 205/30

CRAVEN, PETER *Essaying Non-Fiction* 207/32

DAVIS, MARK *After the culture wars—ringing in the changes* 199/14

GELDER, KEN & JANE M. JACOBS *A Reply to Barry Hall* 204/30

HALLIGAN, MARION *The Haunting of Doctor McCuig* 199/31

* HANRAHAN, JOHN extract 'the results of a competition to discover the Great Australian Novel (post 1945)' 200/27

KERRIGAN, LISA *Magazine Journeys* 198/32

* McQUEEN, HUMPHREY *Of animus, dribblings and ondaughters* 200/12

* MATTHEWS, STEPHEN *A Delegate's Diary* 202/36

* MODJESKA, DRUSILLA *On Elizabeth Jolley's trilogy* 200/45

SHARKEY, MICHAEL *A Round-up of Literary Magazines* 203/28

WILLIAMS, CHRIS *Vain and Glorious in Print* 199/58

WILLIAMSON, DAVID *Confessions of a Culture War Villain* 198/18

WINDSOR, GERARD *Reviewing Space in the Press* 201/13

* Reprinted in the 200th anniversary issue of ABR